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Order Execution Policy

1.

Policy Statement

In accordance with regulatory obligations in the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) Conduct of Business
Sourcebook (COBS 11). Macquarie is required to establish and implement an Order Execution Policy (the Policy)
which ensures it obtains the best possible result for its clie nts when dealing in financial instruments as defined in
the FCA Handbook. This document sets out the Policy.
In order to trade with or through us, you are required to consent to this Policy and our terms and conditions for
business, which you have accepted include this consent.

2.

Scope and Application of this Policy

This Policy is provided to you as a professional client. Macquarie does not have permission to act for retail clients
and this Policy is therefore not directed at or intended for such pers ons. If and to the extent we at any time carry on
business other than portfolio management and advisory business with you, then we may classify you for that
business as an eligible counterparty client. Eligible counterparty clients are not entitled to best execution under the
FCA rules.
“Macquarie” for the purposes of the Policy means:
•

Macquarie Investment Management (“MIM”), the operating division within Macquarie Asset Management,
operating from:
— Macquarie

Investment Management Europe Limited.

This Policy summarises the approach adopted by Macquarie, to ensure that it complies with its obligation to:
1. act in the best interests of its clients when placing orders with brokers and other entities for execution that
result from decisions by Macquarie to deal on behalf of its clients in financial instruments; and
2. take all sufficient steps to achieve the best possible result for its clients when directly executing orders with or on
an execution venue1 on behalf of its clients.
This Policy sets out:
•

The critical factors affecting the approach to client order execution and the weighting methods applied to such
factors;

•

The execution venues and brokers that Macquarie generally intends to use to enable it to obtain, on a consistent
basis, the best possible result for the execution of client orders; and

•

An overview of the procedures adopted by Macquarie to monitor its execution arrangements and this Policy.

It should be noted that financial instruments for the purposes of this Policy do not include certain transac tions,
including spot foreign exchange and spot commodity transactions, loans and deposits and certain commodity
derivatives. However, forward FX is included in this Policy.
Macquarie places orders and executes transactions under this Policy in the following asset classes. Further
information
about
the
brokers
and
execution
venues
used
is
available
on
https://www.macquarie.com/uk/about/disclosures/uk-and-eu-disclosures.

1 In this Policy, “execution venue” means where Macquarie executes an order directly with a counterparty or on an exchange or o ther trading system (for example,

by dealing directly with a market maker on a “request for quote” basis or by accessing an exchang e directly using a direct market access (DMA) system), the
counterparty, exchange or trading system with whom Macquarie chooses to execute such a transaction. ‘Execution v enue’ includes a regulated market, an MTF,

an OTF, a systematic internaliser, or a ma rket maker or other liquidity provider or an entity that performs a similar function in a third country to the function
performed by any of the foregoing.
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MiFID II Asset Class2 and Sub Class Where Relevant

Relevant to this policy?

Debt Instruments
Bonds

Yes

Money market instruments

Yes

Interest Rate Derivatives
Futures and options admitted to trading on a trading venues

Yes

Swaps, forwards, and other interest rates derivatives

Yes

Credit Derivatives
Futures and options admitted to trading on a trading venue

Yes

Other credit derivatives

Yes

Currency Derivatives

3.

Futures and options admitted to trading on a trading venue

Yes

Swaps, forwards, and other currency derivatives

Yes

Application

This Policy provides a framework for ensuring that Macquarie achieves the best possible result for its clients, when
placing and executing orders on their behalf. This obligation applies whenever Macquarie owes you contractual or
agency obligations. When we are conducting portfolio management and advisory business with you, we will usually
owe you contractual or agency obligations.
This Policy is required by the FCA rules, which implement MiFID II3. It should be noted that complying with best
execution does not mean that we must or can obtain the best possible results on every transaction but does
require us to verify on an on-going basis that these execution arrangements work well throughout the different
stages of the order execution process.

4.

Obligations Under the Policy

All Macquarie employees who are responsible for placing orders with brokers for exe cution by those brokers
and/or for directly executing transactions on behalf of clients must ensure that any such activities are conducted in
accordance with the requirements and guidance set out in this Policy.
Whenever Macquarie acts as Portfolio Manager, it will:
•

act in accordance with the best interests of the clients when placing orders with brokers for execution that result
from decisions by it to deal in financial instruments on behalf of such clients; and

2 These asset classes correspond to asset classes as defined for the purposes of reporting on the exe cution venues used as required under MiFID II

Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2017/576.
3 This is the Markets in Financial Instruments (MiFID II) - Directive 2014/65/EU
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•

take all sufficient steps to obtain the best possible result for the clients, when directly executing orders with or on
an execution venue on behalf of such clients.

4.1

Best Execution Factors

Specifically, Macquarie will take into account a range of different execution factors in deciding how to place an order
for execution. These include:
•

price;

•

the cost of execution;

•

the need for timely execution;

•

the execution venue;

•

the likelihood of executing and settling the order (including the fill rate);

•

the size of the order;

•

the nature of the financial instrument including whether it is executed on a regulated market, multi-lateral trading
facility (MTF), Organised Trading Facility (OTF) or over-the-counter (OTC);

•

the market impact of the order;

•

liquidity; and

•

any other factors that may be relevant to the execution of the order.

Where Macquarie aggregates orders of different clients, such aggregation will occur fairly and proportionately, in
accordance with its Policy on order handling, execution and allocation.
Generally, the highest priority is placed on price. From time to time, Macquarie may also prioritise other factors such
as the impact on market prices of displaying and executing the order and the availability of price improvement, or
the speed and likelihood of execution and settlement.
There may also be occasions where Macquarie prioritises other factors including the nature of the order, the
characteristics of the financial instruments that are subject to that order and the characteristics of the venue to which
that order can be directed. In particular, Macquarie may prioritise other factors:
•

where there is insufficient liquidity available on a particular execution venue which prevents Macquarie from
executing the order in full;

•

where other circumstances exist such that obtaining the best immediately available price may not provide the best
possible result for the client.

4.2

Best Execution Criteria

Macquarie will determine the relative importance of the above factors by refe rence to the following execution
criteria:
•

the characteristics of the client including the categorisation of the client as professional client;

•

the characteristics of the client order;

•

the characteristics of financial instruments that are the subject of that order; and

•

the characteristics of the execution venues and brokers to which that order can be directed.
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4.3

Client notification/consent requirements

Macquarie has an obligation to provide clients with appropriate information on this Policy. In order to comp ly with
this obligation, Macquarie will provide clients with access to the Policy which will be published on its website.
To the extent that Macquarie makes any material changes to this Policy (whether pursuant to the review process
or otherwise), it is obliged to notify the changes to clients.

4.4

Dealing Outside Trading Venues

To the extent that Macquarie executes transactions on behalf of clients in financial instruments that are admitted to
trading on a trading venue (i.e. a regulated market, MTF or OTF), b ut executes those transactions outside of a
trading venue, it must obtain consent from its clients to this. Clients are requested to consent to this as part of
Macquarie’s terms of business which are provided to clients at the time of on -boarding. Subject to the mandatory
obligation (for listed shares and certain derivatives under MiFID II), Macquarie may execute trades outside a
trading venue. If we do this then you should be aware of the potential consequences. There may be greater
counterparty/credit risk when executing OTC because you will not be taking the credit risk on an intermediary such
as a central clearing firm. It may be more difficult for you to obtain accurate pricing information because OTC
trades may be negotiated and priced individually and there is no central source for obtaining price information from
competing dealers.

5.

Execution Venues and Brokers

5.1

Selection of Execution Venues and Brokers

Appendix 1 of this Policy includes details of execution venues and brokers which Macquarie accesses in respect of
each class of financial instruments when executing and placing orders. Macquarie considers that participation in
these execution venues and engagement of these brokers will enable it to obtain on a consistent basis the best
possible result for clients in the execution and placing of orders. The execution venues and brokers identified must
have execution arrangements that will enable Macquarie to comply with this Policy and its obligations in relation to
best execution.
Subject to applicable local laws and regulations, Macquarie may seek to execute all or part of an order by
netting/crossing it ‘internally’ with a matching order for another client if Macquarie believes that it can trade to the
advantage of (or at no disadvantage to) both clients.
Otherwise, execution venues on which Macquarie places orders may include:
•

EEA Regulated Markets;

•

EEA MTFs;

•

EEA OTFs;

•

Systematic internalisers (principal traders and market makers);

•

Electronic Communication Networks (ECNs); and

•

Other liquidity providers (which includes non EEA entities that perform a similar function to the other execution
venues listed above).

It should be noted that Macquarie may use one or more trading methods or brokers / execution venues to fill one
order; and when applicable, Macquarie seeks to mitigate counterparty credit risk by transacting with counterparties
approved as execution venues and brokers. When Macquarie does internal netting or crossing transactions, the
transaction is executed at the mid-point of the prevailing bid-offer spread (as determined at the time of the closing of
the market relevant to that order).

Macquarie does not structure or charge its commission in such a way as to discriminate unfairly between execution
venues.
For internal use only – not for distribution outside Macquarie without prior consent of Policy owner
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5.2

Execution Venue Selection Process

In choosing execution venues Macquarie may take into account the following qualitative factors (amongst others):
•

Depth of liquidity of the relevant market;

•

Relative volatility on the market;

•

Speed of execution and settlement

•

Costs of execution and settlement

•

Volume and frequency of trading

•

Resilience

•

The creditworthiness of the counterparties on the venue or the central counterparty

•

Liquidity analysis

•

Market share

•

Breadth of market coverage

Macquarie will determine the relative importance of the above factors based on the particular order or transaction.
Cost and speed of execution will usually rank highest as factors but other factors may rank more highly in specific
scenarios.
Taking the above factors into account Macquarie selects execution venues based on available data, including the
quarterly execution data that the execution venues are required to publish for relevant market segments in
accordance with MiFID II. Macquarie’s process will also take into account the execution strategies that Macquarie
finds necessary to employ, for example: at market orders, block orders and good to cancel orders.
Macquarie conducts an ongoing analysis of the quality of execution obtained by our specified e xecution venues
to verify that the best possible results have been obtained for clients.
In relation to some asset classes as disclosed in the details of our brokers, Macquarie may choose to utilise either
affiliated or non-affiliated brokers to assist in the execution of client trades and shall seek to mitigate any conflicts of
interest where Macquarie executes with affiliates.

5.3

Broker Approval Process

Macquarie has a process for the selection of brokers, with whom it places orders on behalf of clients. The specific
qualitative criteria to add a new broker relationship varies based on the asset class to be traded. Macquarie has
taken care to select those brokers that, in its view, consistently provide a high quality execution service in relation to
that asset class. The overall approval process is in principle applied in the same manner across all asset classes.
The on-boarding process of adding a new broker includes screening the entity from an anti -money laundering
(AML) and know-your-client (KYC) perspective.
Additionally, at the on-boarding stage of a new broker, the broker goes through an evaluation process. The criteria
to add a broker are generally based on evaluation of a number of quantitative and qualitative factors that may be
reflective of Macquarie’s perception of the brokers and may include (as applicable), but are not limited to:
•

Quality of execution and service, both historical and current;

•

The cost of trading with the particular broker;

•

Access to markets, to alternative markets, and trading venues;

•

Promptness/speed/latency of execution;

•

Credit-worthiness and risk profile;

•

Clearance and settlement efficiency and capabilities;
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•

Competitiveness of commission rates or spreads provided;

•

Financial strength; and

•

Reputation.

Macquarie shall determine the relative importance of the above factors based on the particular order or transaction.
Cost and speed of execution will usually rank highest as factors but other factors may rank more highly in specific
scenarios.
Where Macquarie places an order with a broker for execution by that broker, Macquarie is not responsible for
controlling or influencing the arrangements made by the broker relating to the execution of that order (e.g.
Macquarie does not control the broker’s choice of execution venues, such as exc hanges, multilateral trading
facilities or internal dealing facilities). Macquarie is not required to duplicate the efforts of the broker to whom an
order is passed in ensuring the best possible result. Macquarie’s obligations are, therefore, to ensure tha t the
brokers listed in this Policy are the ones who will assist it to comply with its best execution obligations (by delivering
the best possible result) and that orders are passed to those brokers in accordance with the Policy.
Executing/Placing Orders with Execution Venues/Brokers that are not listed in Appendix 1
Macquarie employees must not directly execute decisions to deal with an execution venue or place orders with a
broker that is not referenced in respect of the relevant asset class in Appendix 1 Policy, unless there are
exceptional circumstances. Exceptional circumstances might include where Macquarie wishes to trade in an
unusual financial instrument that cannot be executed with or by one of the execution venues or brokers already
listed (either at all or in a manner that would be likely to achieve the best possible result for the client). Any
execution of a transaction with an execution venue or placing of an order with a broker that falls outside the list of
execution venues and brokers for that asset class must be pre-approved by MIM Investment Risk Management.
Annual execution venue and broker information
In addition to the information contained in this Policy, Macquarie will summarise and make public annually, for each
class of financial instrument identified in the Policy, the top five execution venues where Macquarie executes
orders and the top five brokers to whom Macquarie transmits orders for execution, in terms of trading volumes, in
the preceding year. This will include information on t he quality of execution obtained. This information will be
published on our website www.macquarie.com by April 30 each year.
Information available on request
If you require further information about Macquarie’s Policy and arrangements for best execution an d how they are
reviewed please contact us. Macquarie is pleased to answer reasonable and proportionate requests from its clients
at any time.

6.

Monitoring, Policy Review and Updates

6.1

Monitoring

Macquarie must monitor on a regular basis the effectiveness of its order execution arrangements and this Policy to
identify and, where appropriate, implement any enhancements. Macquarie will assess, on a regular basis, whether
the execution venues included in the Policy and the entities to whom Macqua rie transmits orders for execution
provide for the best possible result for the client or whether Macquarie needs to make changes to its execution
arrangements.
MIM monitors the execution provided by the brokers to ensure it is meeting its best execution r equirements, that it
obtains the best possible result for its clients and that it is aware of any need to makes changes to its execution
arrangements.
The process of monitoring best execution varies by instrument type based on, among other considerations,
reasonably available relevant information used to monitor execution and competing venues or brokers and the

perceived benefits of potential monitoring activities. Checks will be carried out prior to execution and after
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execution to identify circumstances under which changes in this Policy are required. Pre execution monitoring
includes ensuring that policies take into account new products. We also monitor the fairness of our pricing by
checking external market data.
MIM Investment Risk Management, in conjunction with the front office, monitor for best execution by aiming to
identify any evidence of poor execution on a sample basis. This is accomplished by utilising historical trade data
stored in internal systems, as well as pricing data available from third party platforms, to evaluate trade execution
with respect to certain fixed income security types and foreign currency exchange, where market data is reasonably
available. For transactions where price was the most important execution factor, this will invo lve a review of
executed prices against prices that were available at the time of execution. The Best Execution Committee meets
quarterly to review a selected set of trades executed in fixed income and foreign currency.
On a sample basis where the monitoring processes described above indicate that the price obtained is significantly
different from the available prices at the time of the trade, the Best Execution Committee will discuss this with the
relevant member of staff who effected the transaction and d etermine whether, bearing in mind the other factors
that the trader considered to be of importance (e.g. size and nature of order) at the time, the best result was
nevertheless achieved. In the context of such discussions, where the trader indicates that a nother execution factor
was the most important (e.g. speed of execution), the Best Execution Committee will consider whether the best
possible result was achieved in terms of that factor and again whether, bearing in mind the other factors that the
trader considered to be of importance at the time (e.g. price, size and nature of order), the best result was
nevertheless achieved.
Representatives from MIM Investment Risk Management, the relevant trading desks and Compliance are involved
in various activities relating to monitoring, reviewing and reporting execution quality, including brokers used in
trading. Macquarie monitors its brokers as described above, including the applicability of strict counterparty
exposure limits and the reputational risk of those b rokers on an ongoing basis.
If such representatives conclude that the best possible result for the client was not achieved, Macquarie will also
record (if applicable) whether this was because the relevant member of staff failed to follow this Policy (e.g. using a
broker or execution venue that is not listed for the relevant asset class) or because of a deficiency in this Policy
(e.g. the track record of the relevant broker or execution venue indicates that it should no longer be included in it).
Compliance may make changes to this Policy depending upon the outcome of the monitoring process.
Policy Review
Macquarie will review its order execution arrangements and the Policy at least annually, or whenever a material
change occurs that affects its ability to obtain the best possible result for clients in the execution of orders or when
new regulations affect the Policy. As part of the review, Macquarie will consider whether it would obtain better
results for clients if we were to:
•

include additional or different execution venues or brokers (for the relevant asset class);

•

assign a different relative importance to the execution factors (for the relevant asset class); or

•

modify any other aspects of this Policy and/or its execution arrangements.

An ad hoc review process will be initiated if there is an event that prompts a material change to the Policy. Material
events can be defined as any change in systems, processes or relationships which will have an impact on its
ability to achieve best execution.
Examples of material events include the implementation of a new trading platform/algorithm, or significant technical
issues, both internal and external, which may have an impact on the ability to achieve best execution.
If a material event occurs, this execution Policy and internal desk procedures will be reviewed by the Best Execution
Committee at the earliest opportunity to ensure that they remain effective in ensuring Macquarie is still able to offer
best execution.
Upon completion of the review of this execution Polic y, Macquarie will notify clients of any material changes to the
order execution arrangements or the Policy and will publish the new policy on the website.

The Policy and any updates are also available to clients in hard copy upon request.
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Appendix 1: Execution Venues and Brokers for all Asset
Classes
When taking all sufficient steps to obtain the best possible results for its clients, Macquarie applies different
execution methodologies depending on the relevant asset class. This section describes the polic ies and factors
considered generally and for each asset class and the process for determining the relative importance that it places
on the various applicable execution factors when it executes or arranges transactions in financial instruments for
clients. In relation to all asset classes, Macquarie will take into account the total consideration (i.e. the price of the
financial instrument including the costs related to execution such as its own fees, clearing and settlement fees, as
well as any other fees paid to third parties involved in the execution of client orders) involved when executing or
arranging transactions for clients.
The following provides a description of Macquarie’s approach to executing orders across the asset classes which
are relevant. Full details of the venues and brokers are set out in detail on the website at
www.macquarie.com/uk/about/disclosures/uk-and-eu-disclosures. We disclose these details on our website so
that we can keep this as up to date as possible across the asset classes/ subclasses. Where there are many
possible venues, only those venues that Macquarie place significant reliance on are listed in our venue disclosure.
Any additional venues used, but not listed in the venue disclosure on the Macquarie website, will nevertheless still
have been selected in accordance with the Policy.
Debt instruments
This broad asset class includes government and corporate bonds, convertible and exchangeable bonds, commercial
paper, asset-backed securities, mortgage-backed securities, certificates of deposit, structured debt securities and
includes repo and reverse repo transactions in relation to debt instruments.
Macquarie mainly uses online, auction-type venues, such as a multilateral trading facility (MTF) (e.g. Tradeweb ,
Bloomberg) which are available for participation by interested parties and provide the opportunity for simultaneous,
competitive bids/offers in which to effect fixed income transactions. In general, use of these venues essentially
performs the price discovery function and seeks best price by initiating competition among multiple independent
third parties.
However, online, auction-type venues are not available for all types of fixed income transactions and, even when
available, may have limited utility. Such venues are generally believed not to be appropriate during periods of
significant market volatility, or in relation to illiquid transactions or block trades. The exposure of trade data in the
process of participation in an online auction venue may adver sely affect the relevant market and inadvertently
compromise the ability to obtain the best price available in the transaction.
For transactions that are not executed using an online, auction -type venue, in terms of establishing the best price
for a particular order, Macquarie shall use reasonably available and relevant sources of price discovery, including,
but not limited to, market transaction prices on the same or comparable financial instruments. Where it is necessary
to transact over-the-counter, Macquarie shall transact bilaterally with the broker. In general, when Macquarie
trades cash credit bonds, it uses Bloomberg chat by engaging with specific counterparties who quote prices directly
on Bloomberg screens and execute the trade on the chat system. When there are multiple potential brokers for a
transaction that can be contacted without implicating concerns regarding adversely affecting the relevant market
and inadvertently compromising the ability to obtain the best price available in the transactio n, quotes generally
should be obtained from more than one broker as part of the price discovery process. For less illiquid or volatile
securities, considerations may vary depending on security type and prevailing market conditions. In these less
liquid markets, attempting to obtain multiple quotes could have a negative impact on obtaining best execution. For
certain transactions, there may be only one potential broker.
In relation to transactions in fixed income instruments, the trader will on most occasion s consider price (including
costs) to be the most important execution factor. Often, Macquarie will check the available prices from more than
one (if available) of the execution venues through either the telephone or via a trading system. Other execution
factors may be taken into account at the discretion of the relevant trader as is appropriate for the size and nature of
the relevant order.

Other execution factors which are permitted to be taken into account to reflect the size and nature of the order
include: speed of execution, certainty of execution and/or market impact. In circumstances in which the speed of
For internal use only – not for distribution outside Macquarie without prior consent of Policy owner
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execution, certainty of execution and/or market impact are important execution factors, the trader is permitted to
deal on the basis of the prices quoted by/available on a single execution venue.
Please refer to the Macquarie website at https://www.macquarie.com/uk/about/disclosures/uk -and-eudisclosures for details of the specific execution venues and brokers Macquarie uses for fixed income.
Interest rate derivatives
In the case of transactions involving instruments from this asset class, which include exchange -traded futures and
options contracts, the selection of brokers will depend on, among other considerations, contract specifications,
liquidity, the nature of the transaction, the size of the transaction, counterparty risk (including but not limited to
credit risk) and perceived settlement capabilities. Macquarie only transacts futures and certain other exchangetraded derivatives through a central order book, and therefore, the price on the screen will likely be the best
available price at the time of the execution. In respect of other exchange -traded derivatives transactions,
Macquarie will on most occasions consider that price is the most impor tant execution factor. Other execution
factors that are permitted to be taken into account at the discretion of the relevant portfolio manager as is
appropriate for the size and nature of the relevant order include market type (futures/options), broker com petence
with respect to the market, country of exchange and transaction type (i.e. outright or spread basis) and one or more
of these other factors may displace price as the most important factor.
Where the order is to be passed to a broker for execution, Macquarie will select a broker from the then current list,
which in its view has a track record of achieving the best result in terms of the relevant execution factors (taking
into account the various brokers’ relevant exchange memberships, geographic and product coverage).
Where the order is to be executed directly with an execution venue, Macquarie will often check prices quoted
by/available on one of the execution venues listed above. However, in circumstances where Macquarie considers
that speed of execution, certainty of execution and/or market impact are important execution factors, we are
permitted to deal on the basis of the prices quoted by/available on a single execution venue.
Macquarie invests in OTC derivative instruments (swaps, forwards and ot her interest rate derivatives) to hedge
against market risk or to gain exposure to an underlying asset. Such derivatives will be either standard contracts or
will be structured contracts. Trading derivative contracts off -exchange will be effected by Macquarie with execution
venues that act as principal under master documentation. All such transactions are effected on a request-for-quote
or negotiated deal basis. Macquarie has established appropriate master documentation with the execution venues
listed on its website execution venue disclosure. For transactions in OTC derivatives, Macquarie will on most
occasions consider that price (including costs) is the most important factor. Often, portfolio managers will check the
available prices from a number of the execution venues listed in our current execution venue list. Other execution
factors that can be taken into account at the discretion of the relevant portfolio manager as is appropriate for the
size and nature of the relevant order include market type (fut ures/options), broker competence with respect to
market, country of exchange and transaction type (i.e. outright or spread basis). In circumstances where speed of
execution, certainty of execution and/or market impact are important execution factors, Macquarie is permitted to
deal on the basis of the prices quoted by/available on a single Execution Venue.
Please refer to the Macquarie website at https://www.macquarie.com/uk/about/disclosures/uk -and-eudisclosures for details of the specific execution venues and brokers Macquarie uses for interest rate
derivatives.
Credit derivatives
In the case of transactions involving instruments from this asset class, which include CDS, options contracts and
other credit derivatives, the selection of brokers will depend o n, among other considerations, contract
specifications, liquidity, the nature of the transaction, the size of the transaction, counterparty risk (including but not
limited to credit risk) and perceived settlement capabilities. In respect of credit derivati ve transactions, Macquarie
will on most occasions consider that price is the most important execution factor. Other execution factors that are
permitted to be taken into account at the discretion of the relevant portfolio manager as is appropriate for the size,
and nature of the relevant order include market type, broker competence with respect to the market, country of
exchange and transaction type and one or more of these other factors may displace price as the most important
factor. Macquarie primarily aims to trade CDS on an MTF. However, in circumstances
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where Macquarie considers that speed/quality of execution, certainty of execution and/or market impact are
important execution factors, Macquarie is permitted to trade on a single execution venue.
Please refer to the Macquarie website at https://www.macquarie.com/uk/about/disclosures/uk -and-eudisclosures for details of the specific execution venues and brokers Macquarie uses for credit derivatives.
Currency derivatives
Macquarie mainly uses online, auction-type venues, such as multilateral trading facilities (MTF) (e.g. FX Connect,
Bloomberg) which are available for participation by interested parties and provide the opportunity for simultaneous,
competitive bids/offers in which to effect currency transa ctions. In general, use of these venues essentially
performs the price discovery function and seeks best price by initiating competition among multiple independent
third parties.
However, online, auction-type venues may not always be the best method of execution. Such venues are generally
believed not to be appropriate when a trade is time sensitive or very small. When trade is time sensitive, requesting
competitive bid/offers from various brokers via online venues could worsen the quality as execution as price
movement could move in an adverse way quickly. For very small trades, the benefit of requesting competitive
bid/offers are not economically significant.
For transactions that are not executed using an online, auction -type venue, in terms of establishing the best price
for a particular order, Macquarie will use reasonably available and relevant sources of price discovery, including, but
not limited to, market transaction prices on the same or comparable financial instruments. Where it is necessary to
transact over-the-counter, Macquarie will transact bilaterally with the broker. In general, when Macquarie trades FX
forwards, it uses Bloomberg chat by engaging with specific counterparties who quote prices directly on Bloomberg
screens and execute the trade on the chat system. When there are multiple potential brokers for a transaction that
can be contacted without implicating concerns regarding adversely affecting the relevant market and inadvertently
compromising the ability to obtain the best price avail able in the transaction, quotes generally should be obtained
from more than one broker as part of the price discovery process.
In relation to transactions in currency instruments, the trader will on most occasions consider price (including costs)
to be the most important execution factor. Other execution factors may be taken into account at the discretion of
the relevant trader include: Creditworthiness, speed of execution, clearance and settlement capability for the
currencies involved.
In circumstances in which the speed of execution, certainty of execution and/or market impact are important
execution factors, the trader is permitted to deal on the basis of the prices quoted by/available on a single execution
venue
Macquarie invests in OTC derivative instruments (swaps, forwards, and other currency derivatives) to hedge
against market risk or to gain exposure to an underlying asset. Such derivatives will be either standard or structured
contracts. Trading derivative contracts off -exchange will be effected by Macquarie with execution venues that act
as principal under master documentation. All such transactions are effected on a request -for- quote or negotiated
deal basis. Macquarie has established appropriate master documentation with the execution venues in its
execution venue list disclosed on its website. For transactions in OTC derivatives, Macquarie will on most
occasions consider that price (including costs) is the most important factor. Often, portfolio managers will check
the available prices from a number of the execution venues included in the list. Other execution factors that can be
taken into account at the discretion of the relevant portfolio manager as is appropriate for the size and nature of
the relevant order include market type (futures/optio ns), broker competence with respect to market, country of
exchange and transaction type (i.e. outright or spread basis). In circumstances where speed of execution, certainty
of execution and/or market impact are important execution factors, Macquarie is pe rmitted to deal on the basis of
the prices quoted by/available on a single Execution Venue. In certain circumstances, transactions may be initiated
by the execution venue rather than by Macquarie. In these circumstances, particularly where speed of execution,
certainty of execution or market impact are perceived to be important execution factors, it will not always be
desirable to check the available price against alternative sources and the portfolio manager is permitted to deal
with the execution venue th at has approached it.
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Please refer to the Macquarie website at https://www.macquarie.com/uk/about/disclosures/uk -and-eudisclosures for details of the specific execution venues and brokers Macquarie uses for currency
derivatives.
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